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WHO WE ARE
“We’re the people who let everyone play sport, rain or shine”

We are huge sports fans and were sick of seeing pitches waterlogged every weekend, so 

we decided to do something about it.

 We set up PST Sport with the view to building world-class artificial grass pitches, 

providing the highest levels of customer service while staying true to our values; 

integrity, transparency and quality. 

PST Sport is a one-stop shop for any club, school or sporting organisation considering 

building a new artificial grass pitch or resurfacing an existing one. We work alongside 

our clients’ design teams as well as offering the ‘PST Design & Build Service’.

Innovation has been a huge factor in our success to date. Years of research and 

development has delivered a pioneering artificial grass surface and new pitch 

subbase design, making a PST Sport pitch unique and more technologically 

advanced than all others.

We are passionate about what we do and to date have constructed over 250 artificial 

grass pitches in Ireland and the UK. The installation of a FIFA Quality PRO pitch at 

Chelsea FC’s Cobham Training Ground in 2016 was a considerable milestone in the PST 

Sport story. Two years later, when Munster Rugby called, PST Sport answered, delivering 

a state-of-the-art World Rugby Approved pitch at Irish Independent Park in Cork.

Our extensive portfolio includes over 25 FIFA certified artificial grass fields as well as 

multiple pitches tested and approved to World Rugby, GAA and FIH. My own view is 

nothing can beat a high quality, well maintained natural grass pitch, but what we 

install is the next best thing. Our synthetic turf systems and pitch foundations are the 

most advanced in the market, anywhere in the world.

M A N AG I N G  D I R E C TO R

 
OUR VISION
Our vision is to be the industry leader in synthetic grass installations across Ireland and 

the UK. Our main priorities are customer satisfaction, delivering an unrivalled product 

and service, and to help create a healthier, more sports focused society.

OUR MISSION
PST Sport is a social impact organisation promoting lifelong health and wellbeing. Our 

mission is to be part of sports development at a grassroots level and to help enhance 

the lives of people through the provision of world-class, year-round sports facilities.

OUR VALUES
INTEGRITY, TRANSPARENCY & QUALITY

We are committed to achieving the highest level of CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Our greatest strength is our dedicated and highly SKILLED TEAM

A PASSION for PERFORMANCE

Your Pitch, Our Passion
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PST Sport’s ‘Superb 60’ installed at Irish Independent 
Park is the very latest in synthetic turf technology; it is the 
first of its kind World Rugby Approved pitch. The surface 
is extremely durable, resilient, soft to touch, controls infill 
splash and ultimately designed with maximum player 
safety in mind. While the pitch surface is unique, below the 
turf is equally important and PST Sport have pioneered 
a new dynamic pitch subbase and irrigation system 
ensuring maximum longevity and stability of the pitch. 

MUNSTER RUGBY
IRISH INDEPENDENT PARK, CORK

10,500 sq/m World Rugby Approved
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This is to certify that the product
Superb EX2 60-14 PU Refo 20mm

installed at

Stadium Pitch
Irish Independent Park

by

is World Rugby Regulation 22 compliant
until Saturday August 08, 2020

Copyright World Rugby Limited 2018. All rights reserved.

To meet the vision of Munster Rugby the pitch had to be the very best. With two years of design works coming to fruition 
in 2018, our Munster Rugby pitch is like no other in terms of its make-up. This new state-of-the-art pitch will allow Munster 
players of all ages to play on the same surface as their heroes, year-round, and whatever the weather.

COLIN TEAHON, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
PST SPORT

After careful consideration, Munster Rugby decided in early 2018 
to convert the natural grass pitch at Irish Independent Park to an 
artificial grass surface. This was a huge decision for the province 
and choosing the right company to carry out the project was 
critical. After a competitive tender process where World Rugby 
Approved consultants were engaged to assess product quality,  
PST Sport came out on top.

Our experience with PST has been superb – they are definitely 
the best contractor we have dealt with in Irish Independent 
Park. Nothing has been an issue and they have hit every 
deadline and promise.

PST Sport, along with their manufacturing partner CCGrass 
designed a bespoke artificial grass product specifically for 
Munster Rugby. The feedback from both professional and 
amateur players alike has been fantastic.

 We would absolutely recommend PST Sport for any club or 
school considering installing an artificial grass pitch.

PHILIP QUINN,
HEAD OF FINANCE & OPERATIONS,  
MUNSTER RUGBY 



WHAT WE DO 
PST Sport design and build state-of-the-art sports surfaces, 
from full-size pitches to training areas that stand up to the 
challenges of all sporting codes. 

With in-house expertise across each facet of pitch construction 
including groundworks and drainage, fencing, sports netting 
and floodlight systems, we can provide a complete turnkey 
solution for any new all-weather pitch project. 

By owning a fleet of plant and machinery along with highly 
skilled drivers, operators and installers employed directly by 
PST Sport, we can monitor and manage our quality control 
system and abide by the standards set down in our company’s 
ISO 9001 and ISO 45001 policies.

In terms of surfaces, our artificial grass manufacturing partner, 
CCGrass, is one of only four companies worldwide with 
Preferred Producer status for FIFA, World Rugby and FIH as well 
as multiple systems designed to meet the requirements set 
down by the GAA. 

PST Sport are pioneers in terms of pitch base construction with 
ongoing research and development in-house perfecting the 

pitch base. We offer a tailor made solution unlike any other 
available in the market. 

Our design services include planning advice, site surveys, 
detailed specifications, health and safety plans, construction 
drawings and much more. This is complemented by a  
world-class approach to building an artificial grass pitch. 

Our dedicated team will oversee your project focusing on 
quality, safety and keeping you updated every step of the way.

HOW WE CAN HELP
PST Sport, along with our partner CCGrass, have 
developed a game changing artificial grass sports surface 
called Superb - the product of choice for clubs such as 
Munster Rugby, St Vincent’s GAA, Carrigaline United FC, 
London’s Club Des Sports and many more.

Superb has unrivalled characteristics, including an 
industry high dtex of 17,000, diamond shaped blade  
400 micron wide, PU backing, a C8 polymer compound 
and successful Lisport wear testing up to 500,000 cycles. 
These unique qualities, when combined, allow CCGrass 
and PST Sport to offer an extended warranty of 12 years  
- 4 years more than the industry norm of 8 years.

Whilst soft to touch and feel, the Superb blade is still  
highly resilient and therefore will stand up longer,  
improving player performance and make maintenance easier. 

Available in different pile heights, with a secondary 
thatched or fibrillated yarn when required, Superb has 
revolutionised the artificial grass industry for clients with 
FIFA, World Rugby and GAA synthetic pitch requirements.

From subbase construction to the artificial grass surface, 
PST Sport leads the way amongst CCGrass clients in over 
110 countries.

F O O T B A L L G A A R U G B Y H O C K E Y T E N N I S

LE CHÉILE SECONDARY SCHOOL
TYRRELSTOWN, CO. DUBLIN

13,500 sq/m GAA, FIFA and World Rugby Approved

Building better bases

We build pitches from the ground up. The 
project below ground is just as important 
as what goes on top. A well-built base is 
critical to pitch longevity. 

THE MOST ADVANCED SYNTHETIC TURF  
FOR FOOTBALL, RUGBY AND GAA

PST Sport took a lead in the design development of the 
pitch and proactively engaged with all stakeholders and 
brought to the table cost effective and workable solutions 
without compromising on safety, quality or programme.

PST Sport completed this project safely on time, within 
budget and to the highest standards. The standard of finish 
achieved by PST Sport on the pitch is exemplary and is a 
credit to the management and operatives who we found to 
be courteous, knowledgeable and driven.

PADDY CASSIDY, CONTRACTS MANAGER,
GLASGIVEN CONTRACTS LTD.

Fingal County Council approved PST Sport as the 
design and build company for the development of a 
full-size 13,500 sq/m artificial grass pitch at Le Chéile 
Secondary School in Tyrrelstown, Co. Dublin. For this 
particular project we took on a design and build role 
and worked seamlessly with Principal Contractors, 
Glasgiven Contracts Ltd. who were the main 
contractors for Tyrrelstown Educational Campus.
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More and more clubs and schools are seeing the huge benefits of investing in an 
artificial grass pitch. A high-quality artificial grass carpet, correctly installed, is 
key to player performance and impacts how athletes train and develop. 
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CHELSEA FC COBHAM TRAINING 
GROUND, LONDON

9,600 sq/m FIFA Quality PRO Approved
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WHY CHOOSE PST SPORT?

DESIGN & BUILD 
CONTRACTOR
PST Sport offers a complete design and build service 
supported with a professional indemnity insurance 
policy protecting our clients’ investment now and 
into the future. We look at our clients’ needs and 
tailor a pitch design around this, ensuring maximum 
value for money and return on investment.

COMPLETE TURNKEY 
SOLUTION
PST Sport provides a comprehensive range of 
services, including planning advice, design, state-
of-the-art pitch construction, project management 
and testing.

SUBBASE CONSTRUCTION
The work below ground is a critical element in 
constructing an artificial grass pitch to guarantee 
its longevity. Issues with levels and drainage 
capacity in an aging pitch subbase is common 
place in the artificial grass pitch industry. PST 
Sport have developed a pioneering subbase 
design ensuring pitch stability for the long term 
and removing all uncertainty pre-construction. 
Many pitch bases are built without taking existing 
ground conditions into account. PST Sport 
are using innovative ground testing methods 
combining science and mathematics to design our 
pitch subbase. The outcome of which ensures the 
long-term stability of a PST Sport pitch. 

HIGHLY SKILLED TEAM
With in-house expertise across each facet of  
pitch construction, our highly skilled team have  
the experience and technical ability to deliver a 
world-class artificial grass pitch.

CHELSEA FC TRAINING GROUND, COBHAM
FIFA is pleased to confirm that

VT 40(STEMGRASS EX2 40)
by

COCREATION GRASS CORPORATION, LTD.
has been installed at

CHELSEA FC TRAINING GROUND, COBHAM - COBHAM (GREAT BRITAIN)

From 14 JUNE 2016 to 13 JUNE 2017 this installation has been certified according

to the “FIFA QUALITY PROGRAMME FOR FOOTBALL TURF – FIFA QUALITY PRO”.

Field No. DA6302.1

Zurich, 15 JUNE 2016

ARTIFICIAL  
GRASS PARTNER
PST Sport’s artificial grass partner is CCGrass, the 
world’s leading manufacturer of synthetic turf and 
one of four companies with Preferred Producer 
status for FIFA, World Rugby and FIH. CCGrass 
operate in over 110 countries and PST Sport won 
their prestigious Brand Elite Network Award in 2018.

QUALITY,  
HEALTH & SAFETY
Quality is one of PST Sport’s core values and an 
integral part of our organisation. PST Sport’s Quality, 
Health & Safety Management System is built on the 
premise of ‘do it once, do it right’. All parts of a PST 
Sport pitch are monitored in an appropriate way. 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
With a progressive attitude towards innovation, 
PST Sport is focused on ongoing research 
and development. From drainage to subbase 
construction to the artificial grass surface, our 
company is constantly innovating.

WARRANTIES
PST Sport provide the most comprehensive 
warranties in the artificial grass pitch industry 
both in terms of manufacturer and PST Sport’s 
workmanship warranty.
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BECKETT PARK, CHERRYWOOD
CO. DUBLIN

In 2017, PST Sport was selected to design and build a 7,000 sq/m FIFA Quality 
pitch, 6 ITF Approved artificial grass tennis courts, bowling greens and a 600 sq/m 
multi-use games area at Beckett Park - a 13-acre recreational park and part of the 
Cherrywood development. Cherrywood is Dublin’s most significant building project 
in recent years. Along with FIFA Quality certification, the 3G pitch was successfully 
tested to World Rugby and GAA standards.
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CLUB DES SPORTS,  
EAST ACTON, LONDON, UK

The exclusive Club Des Sports in West London has been one of PST 
Sport’s most diverse projects to date. A design and build project 
including a 9,000 sq/m FIFA Quality/World Rugby/GAA Approved 
synthetic grass pitch, 3,800 sq/m pitch installed to a FIFA Quality PRO 
standard, ECB Approved cricket wickets, a state-of-the-art sports pavilion, 
extensive roadways, car parks, pitch and street floodlights. 

Having been out to tender for a 9,000 sq/m synthetic grass 
pitch, I contracted the job to PST Sport for a number of reasons: 
technical knowledge, hands-on approach, can-do attitude and 
evident quality of product. The job has been delivered on time 
and on budget, without any issues whatsoever. The acid test of 
any contractor’s performance is would I use them again? In this 
case, I will and I am.

DAN WHITE, MANAGING DIRECTOR & OWNER,
CLUB DES SPORTS

MULLINGAR RFC, CO. WESTMEATH
World Rugby Approved artificial grass facility at Mullingar RFC. This extensive 
project included full-size and training pitches including groundworks, shock 
pad, 60mm carpet and fencing. Such was the quality of the surface it has also 
met the requirements of other sports governing bodies.

The artificial grass/shock pad combination used provides optimal energy 
restitution. Feedback on the surface was hugely positive from the men’s 
Irish Rugby team who camped there during the 2016 Six Nations. 

After a competitive tender process among eight companies a 
detailed post tender analysis was conducted. PST Sport emerged 
as the successful contractor and we are delighted that decision 
was reached. PST Sport delivered a first-class installation on time 
and within budget and demonstrated excellent technical ability. 
Feedback from players and coaches has been impressive. The Irish 
Rugby team trained on the pitch for the week prior to the Ireland 
v England Six Nations match in 2016. Several players commented 
that it was the best artificial grass surface they had played on 
and Joe Schmidt compared the pitch to the Twickenham surface. 
I would highly recommend Colin, Ger and their team to any 
organisation looking to install an artificial grass facility.

BRENDAN LEAHY, PROJECT MANAGER,
MULLINGAR RFC
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CRUMLIN UNITED FC, DUBLIN
6,350 sq/m artificial grass pitch

We had PST Sport re-surface our old astro pitch. We were 
blown away by the results. The new pitch was a massive 
step up in quality and all visitors to the pitch, especially 
players, have been full of praise for the new facility. PST 
Sport were very easy to work with and we were very 
impressed with their efficiency and work ethic. The pitch 
is something we are proud of at the club and we are very 
happy with our decision in choosing PST Sport. 

MARTIN LOUGHRAN, FORMER CHAIRMAN,
CRUMLIN UNITED FC

CARRIGALINE AFC, CORK
8,000 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

The installation of a second full-sized all-weather pitch at 
Ballea Park was a major ambition for our club given the 
ever-increasing demands for pitch space from a growing 
membership. It was imperative that we got the best 
possible product at the best possible price. After extensively 
reviewing their previous projects, we satisfied ourselves 
that PST Sport were best placed to meet our needs. At no 
point during the installation of the pitch did we have any 
reason to doubt our decision. The work was conducted in 
a very professional manner and all of the PST Sport team 
were easy and pleasant to deal with. The new pitch has a 
real wow factor and is a fantastic asset for our community. 
We are very happy to recommend PST Sport.

TIMOTHY MAWE, HONORARY TREASURER,
CARRIGALINE UNITED AFC 

CAPPAGH PARK, GALWAY CITY
7,530 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

Following a public procurement competition, PST Sport, 
after a full evaluation and pre-qualification process 
were chosen as the successful bidder to undertake the 
construction of a new state-of-the-art FIFA full-size synthetic 
soccer pitch for Galway City Council at Cappagh Public Park, 
Knocknacarra, Galway. PST Sport, led by Colin and Ger, in 
conjunction with our sports field consultants Sports Labs 
Ltd. UK, successfully delivered the project on schedule and 
within budget. The facility has been constructed to a high 
standard. We have no hesitation to recommend PST Sport, 
for any similar projects and have no doubt we will, I hope, 
work in a similar fashion on future projects.

STEPHEN WALSH,  
SENIOR EXECUTIVE PARKS SUPERINTENDENT, 
GALWAY CITY COUNCIL 

CHERRY ORCHARD FC, DUBLIN
6,350 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

We can testify to PST Sport’s ability to provide a full turnkey 
solution from start to finish. Including all aspects of the 
project from above and below groundworks, fencing, 
netting, floodlights and a FIFA Certified all-weather playing 
surface. By partnering with PST Sport we have been able 
to achieve our aim with the minimum of fuss. This is 
exemplified by the company’s willingness to work with us 
and to find solutions to any problems that arose during the 
process. On the basis of our experience, I would strongly 
recommend PST Sport to any prospective client where their 
capacity to deliver will satisfy the highest expectations.

TOM KENNEDY, CLUB CHAIRMAN,
CHERRY ORCHARD FC

LARKVIEW BOYS FC,  
DUBLIN
7,800 sq/m FIFA Quality Approved

PST Sport looked after everything from design to 
completion. Even when we spotted opportunities to 
enhance the design during installation, PST Sport always 
had a practical, cost efficient solution with no fuss, and 
there was no attempt to overcharge for extras. Over the 
life of the installation I have come to implicitly trust PST 
Sport and have huge faith in their work. PST Sport were 
an excellent choice for us as a partner to develop the club’s 
facilities. Their passion matched our own ambition to have 
the very best.

MARK CASLIN, DDSL SECRETARY,
LARKVIEW BOYS FC

CLONGOWES COLLEGE,  
CO. KILDARE
9,000 sq/m World Rugby Approved

Not only were PST Sport price competitive, they also 
offered a value-added service incorporating upgrades to 
our existing floodlight system and a higher than standard 
specification carpet. We are delighted with the outcome. 
I would highly recommend PST Sport as a professional 
and knowledgeable partner with the capacity to deliver a 
project on time and to budget with very little fuss.

CHRIS LUMB, HEADMASTER,
CLONGOWES WOOD COLLEGE
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SULLIVAN UPPER HIGH SCHOOL, 
BELFAST

6,300 sq/m FastPro 18 playing surface installed 
with new shock pad. Approved to FIH standards. 

When students are physically fit, they will achieve more 
academically. Sport develops a sense of friendliness amongst 
students and builds their team spirit. It helps children to 
develop mental and physical toughness. None of this is 
possible however, without suitable sports facilities.

PST Sport specialise in the installation of artificial grass pitches 
and play areas for schools that are accessible all year round. 
With countless success stories across Ireland and the UK, PST 
Sport is a trusted brand in the educational sector.

PST Sport take a practical approach looking at important factors 
such as; what space is available, what sports are likely to be 
played, is planning permission required, is the facility to be 
rented after school hours, can the project be built in phases and 
so on. Years of experience and knowledge allow PST Sport to 
tailor a package that will meet your school’s needs and budget.

Whether we are resurfacing an existing tarmac basketball 
court or building a new pitch, PST Sport can transform your 

school’s facilities improving students’ quality of life with our 
cutting-edge artificial grass solutions.

We work with schools’ appointed architects or engineers and 
also provide a PST Sport design and build service. With the latter, 
our experienced personnel carry out detailed surveys assessing 
existing ground conditions, detailed construction drawings 
are provided, the facility is built to the highest standards and 
independently signed off by our chartered engineer.
 
Providing excellent customer service to schools has been the 
corner stone to PST Sport’s success. After sales is a key part of 
this. Simply put, if there is an issue in the future, we will fix it.

Referrals from existing school clients is a core part of our 
business process. PST Sport are industry leaders and we 
always ask potential new clients to speak to school principals, 
teachers or those on the boards of management involved in 
our previous projects.

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
KILLORGLIN, CO. KERRY

CARRIG NATIONAL SCHOOL 
NENAGH, CO. TIPPERARY

PORTLAOISE SCHOOLS  
AMALGAMATION PROJECT,  

CO. LAOIS

MIDLETON COLLEGE,  
CO. CORK

6,300 sq/m FastPro 18 playing surface  
installed onto existing shock pad.

HIGH PERFORMING
ARTIFICIAL TURF
FOR HOCKEY 
Artificial grass pitches have become almost essential in the 
game of hockey. International fixtures and club matches 
are now played on synthetic surfaces. PST Sport’s hockey 
surfaces are fast, flat and consistent, designed specifically 
for a more skilful game and are certified for both amateur 
and professional games at all levels.

As an FIH Preferred Hockey Producer, CCGrass launched the 
FastPro series with multiple systems tested and approved 
to FIH standards, both sand dressed and water based. This 
innovative product range offers maximum performance 
and enhanced durability as well as improved player safety. 
Product features include:

100% PE curly monofilament

Player friendly with unsurpassed comfort

Extreme UV stability and durability

Optimum ball/surface interaction

Dense stitch for compact appearance

Smooth surface for great playability

Aesthetic colour innovation

The installation of a hockey field requires a highly skilled, 
experienced and dedicated team - qualities that PST Sport  
have proudly become renowned for.
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INTRODUCING
CCGRASS
PST Sport’s artificial grass partner is CCGrass, the world’s leading manufacturer of 
synthetic turf and one of four companies with Preferred Producer status for FIFA, 
World Rugby and FIH.

CCGrass’s European Headquarters is based in Frankfurt, Germany and headed up  
by CEO and industry veteran Bryn Lee.

CCGrass operates under the principles of respect, integrity, ambition, transparency 
and service. Over the years, these values have played a vital role in the creation of their 
global network of business partners, clients, research institutes and sports bodies.

CCGrass work with clients in over 110 countries and PST Sport won their prestigious 
Brand Elite Network Award in 2018. 

PERFORM AT YOUR BEST

Design & build contractor with 12 years’ experience

Pitches built to give world-class performance

Tested to meet requirements of sports  
governing bodies

Highly skilled and dedicated team  
(PST Sport’s greatest asset)

PST Sport is committed to achieving the highest  
level of customer satisfaction
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T: ROI +353 66 717 1918 | UK +44 20 3740 8663
E: info@PSTsport.com

PSTsport.com

We would love to talk to you today, 
please get in touch below


